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ABSTRACT

Graphene is a valuable material in biomedical implant applications due to its mechanical integrity, long-range order, and conductivity; but graphene must be chemically modified to increase biocompatibility and maximize functionality in the body. Here, we developed a foundational synthetic method for covalently functionalizing a reduced GO with bioactive molecules, focusing on synthetic peptides that have shown osteogenic or neurogenic capability as a prototypical example. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy provides evidence that the peptide is covalently linked to the graphenic backbone. These peptide-graphene (Pep-G) conjugate materials can be processed into mechanically robust, three-dimensional constructs. Differences in their electrostatic charges allow the Pep-G conjugates to form self-assembled, layer-by-layer coatings. Further, the Pep-G conjugates are cytocompatible and electrically conductive, leading us to investigate their potential as regenerative scaffolds, as conductive surfaces can stimulate bone\textsuperscript{1–3} and nerve\textsuperscript{4} regeneration. Notably, PC12 stem cells grown on an electrically stimulated Pep-G scaffold demonstrated enhanced adhesion and neurite outgrowth compared to the control. The functionalization strategy developed here can be used to conjugate a wide variety of bioactive molecules to graphene oxide to create cell-instructive surfaces for biomedical scaffold materials.

INTRODUCTION
Traumatic injuries often require surgical implants to guide the body towards repair. To best accomplish healing, implant materials must be biocompatible, durable, have similar mechanical properties to the native tissue, and be able to act as a scaffold for cellular growth. Current implant technologies often lack one or more of these requirements, resulting in inferior healing for the afflicted patient. To address the shortcomings of current implant technologies, researchers are focused on developing new implant materials. Graphene, graphene oxide (GO), and reduced GO (rGO) are materials of interest due to their mechanical strength, conductivity, and long-range order that mimic those of biological tissues. Such graphenic materials intrinsically support cell adhesion, but biocompatibility can vary depending on particle size and functionalization. Thus, researchers have developed ways to functionalize graphene, GO, and rGO with biocompatible moieties such as PEG, dextran, and poly(acrylic acid). While these surface modifications allow safer implementation of graphenic materials for medical applications, they are bioinert and do not specifically direct healing.

Recently, a large area of research has focused on creating functional graphenic materials (FGMs) that provide biochemical cues to instruct cells towards healing. FGMs of this nature can be made by covalently functionalizing GO (or rGO) through its oxygen-containing chemical handles to install bioactive moieties. For example, our group has chemically modified GO to bear hydroxyapatite-mimicking polyphosphate moieties coordinated with calcium cations. In aqueous environments, these materials elute PO$_4^{3-}$ and Ca$^{2+}$ ions that promote osteogenesis in vitro and induce ectopic bone formation in vivo. In another example, the bioactive arginylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptide was covalently conjugated to GO, resulting in a graphenic material that enhanced adhesion and proliferation of human periodontal ligament fibroblasts. We aim to expand this area of research by covalently functionalizing a GO derivative with synthetic,
bioactive peptides. We theorize that this would give a class of peptide-graphene (Pep-G) conjugate materials that express both the bioactivity of the peptide as well as the favorable material properties of the graphenic component.

Here, we designed Pep-G materials to target osteogenesis and neurogenesis, both of which can be enhanced by scaffold conductivity and peptide identity. Conductive surfaces are known to promote cellular adhesion and proliferation, and they induce osteogenesis \(^1\)–\(^3\) and neurogenesis \(^4\) when pulsed with electrical current.\(^1\)–\(^4\) As such, we used Claisen graphene (CG) \(^23\) as our parent graphenic scaffold because it is a reduced GO, which not only offers greater conductivity compared to neat GO, but is also more cytocompatible.\(^24\) We targeted polyglutamate (p(Glu)) and polylysine (p(Lys)) as our peptide conjugates because p(Glu), especially deprotected p(Glu),\(^25\) and benzyl-protected p(Glu-Bzl),\(^26\) promotes osteogenesis, while p(Lys) is known to promote cellular adhesion with its positive charge\(^27\) as well as aid differentiation of stem cells into neuronal cells.\(^28\)

Previously, our group developed a method to synthesize Pep-Gs by grafting peptides from CG through a ring-opening polymerization of \(\alpha\)-amino acid N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) monomers from nucleophilic initiating sites on the surface of CG.\(^29\) This strategy gave rise to a class of biocompatible and mechanically robust Pep-G materials. While these materials represent promising cell scaffold materials, the synthetic technique is limited. Control over peptide length and molecular weight dispersity is challenging due to difficulty in precisely defining the number of initiating sites on CG. Further, the presence of other non-initiating functional groups and adsorbed water on CG hamper the sensitive NCA polymerization. The ability to precisely define and control the identity of the peptide conjugated to the graphenic surface is critical to harnessing the surface functionality of a biomaterial in vivo.
To address these challenges, this work presents a foundational method for covalently conjugating peptides to CG using a *grafting to* synthetic strategy. This technique not only allows conjugated peptides to be precisely defined prior to conjugation, but it also enables unprecedented control over peptide molecular weight with molecular weight dispersities as low as 1.11. Characterization via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provides evidence that the peptides are covalently attached to CG.

In this study, protected homopeptides of polylysine and polyglutamate were conjugated to CG, then deprotected to reveal charged functional groups on the peptide side chains. Our Pep-G conjugates, both protected and deprotected, are cytocompatible and can be processed into mechanically robust 3D constructs or applied as a coating through electrostatic self-assembly. Constructs of the Pep-G materials also show a notable enhancement in conductivity compared to those of the parent graphenic materials (GO and CG), a feature that further constitutes their intrinsic function in the body. In fact, this cell-instructive characteristic was explored in a preliminary nerve regeneration study, which demonstrated that cell adhesion and neuronal differentiation was enhanced for PC12 cells that were cultured on an electrically stimulated Pep-G pellet.

This research presents a class of Pep-G materials that have promise as regenerative tissue scaffolds. Moreover, the CG functionalization strategy itself may have major implications in the realm of biomaterials as the synthesis can be tuned to covalently link virtually any bioactive moiety to CG to create FGMs that target a specific healing pathway.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Materials**
L-glutamic acid γ-benzyl ester and Nε-carbobenzyloxy-L-lysine were purchased from Chem-Impex International, Inc. and used without further purification. Triphosgene was purchased from TCI America and used without further purification. Hexylamine was purchased from Aldrich. Natural flake graphite (-325 mesh, 99.8% metal basis), trifluoracetic acid, hydrobromic acid (48% w/w aqueous), and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Glacial acetic acid was purchased from Fisher Chemical. Dry tetrahydrofuran was obtained directly from a dry solvent still. Dioxane and dimethylformamide were dried by passing through a column of activated alumina.

**NCA Monomer Synthesis**

Standard literature procedure was used to synthesize γ-benzyl-L-glutamate NCA (Glu(Bzl)-NCA) and ε-benzyloxy carbonyl-L-lysine NCA (Lys(Z)-NCA).

**Electrophilic CG (ECG) Synthesis**

GO was synthesized from graphite using a modified Hummers method, giving particles with a z-average diameter of approximately 2.4 ± 1.4 μm by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure S1). GO was reacted to form a saponified CG (z-average diameter of 2.7 ± 1.2 μm by DLS, Figure S1) as previously described by our group. An oven–dried, round bottom flask was charged with CG (0.9 g), dry dioxane (175 mL), and dry dimethylformamide (0.9 mL). The CG was dispersed via sonication (10 min, 240W, 42 kHz, ultrasonic cleaner, Kendal), then SOCl₂ (5.3 mL) was added to the reaction flask, dropwise, while stirring vigorously under a constant flow of N₂. After stirring for 15 h at room temperature under N₂, the reaction solution was quickly vacuum filtered and rinsed with dichloromethane (under ambient conditions). The resulting filter cake of ECG was immediately used for peptide endcapping.

**Peptide Synthesis and Endcapping**
In a typical polymerization, an oven–dried, round bottom flask was charged with NCA monomer and placed under high vacuum overnight. After refilling the flask with N₂, the monomer was dissolved in dimethylformamide (2.2 mL/mmol monomer). To the stirring monomer solution, the hexylamine initiator was added from a stock solution (in dimethylformamide). After 10 min, the reaction was placed under light vacuum. After 2 days of stirring at room temperature under vacuum, the reaction solution was cut with dichloromethane (2.2 mL/mmol NCA monomer), the ECG filter cake was added, and the resulting solution was sonicated for 10 min. ECG was added in a ratio of 0.5 mmol of peptide per gram of CG. After stirring for 2 days, the endcapping reaction solution was vacuum filtered and rinsed several times with dimethylformamide, deionized water, acetone, and dichloromethane. The resulting Pep-G materials were dried under vacuum overnight and stored in a desiccator.

**Peptide Deprotection**

Deprotection of unconjugated peptide was performed using a previously reported literature procedure.³² Pep-G conjugates (200 mg) were dispersed in glacial acetic acid (5 mL) via sonication (10 min). Trifluoroacetic acid (2 mL) and 48% aqueous hydrobromic acid (1 mL) were added to the dispersion, and the reaction was stirred at room temperature for 48 h. The resulting reaction solutions were centrifuged at 2160×g for 10 min (Z 366, HERMLE Labortechnik GmbH, Wehingen, Germany) and the supernatant discarded. The pellet was washed by resuspension in solvent, centrifugation, and decanting. Wash steps were performed twice with deionized water, once with acetone, and twice with diethyl ether. All supernatants from wash steps were discarded. The deprotected Pep-G pellet was dried under vacuum overnight and stored in a desiccator.

**3-D Construct Fabrication**
A stainless steel die of 2.54 cm height, 6.350 cm outer diameter, and 3.749 mm inner diameter and punches of 3.749 mm diameter reference fit to die with 0.020 mm clearance per side were used to create pellets with a diameter of ~3.75 mm. Between 20–25 mg of powder material was added to the room temperature mold, pressed for 1 min with a Columbian D63 ½ bench vise, and removed.

Layer-by-Layer Coating

CG and p(Lys)$_{\text{long}}$-G dispersions (0.5 mg/mL in deionized water) were prepared, and their pH was adjusted to 9 and 4, respectively, using dilute hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide solutions. Following a 30-minute plasma treatment, glass slides were soaked for 20 min in a 10 mM solution of cationic poly(allylamine hydrochloride) which had been adjusted to pH 4. Next, the glass slide was alternately dipped for 20 minutes in either anionic (CG) or cationic (p(Lys)$_{\text{long}}$-G) graphenic dispersions; then, without rinsing, the slide was dried under a gentle stream of nitrogen. Ultraviolet–visible spectra of the dry, coated substrate were acquired after the addition of each layer. The slide was coated with a total of 10 graphenic layers.

Cell Culture

See supplemental information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of Pep-G Conjugates

To conjugate the graphenic component with the peptide, we aimed to couple through an amide bond, since this type of bond is relatively impervious to hydrolysis unless enzyme catalyzed. An amide linkage can be obtained by reacting the N-terminus of the peptide with activated carboxylic acids on the edges of a GO sheet. However, this would result in an amide linkage that is directly attached to the sp$^2$ hybridized carbon network of graphene, making the tether bond especially susceptible to hydrolysis due to resonance through the graphenic backbone. To
circumvent this, our group used a Claisen rearrangement to convert tertiary alcohols on the basal plane of GO into carboxylic acids that are separated from the graphenic surface through an sp\(^3\) methylene bond (Scheme 1A).\(^{23}\) This reaction gives rise to Claisen graphene (CG), a reduced GO with numerous carboxylic acids decorating the graphenic sheet surface and edges. The surface and edge carboxylic acids of CG act as electrophilic chemical handles that can be used to couple nucleophile-terminated peptides.

To increase the electrophilicity of CG and enhance the coupling efficiency, carboxylic acids on CG were transformed into acyl chlorides by reacting them with thionyl chloride (Scheme 1A). Concurrently, protected NCA monomers of Lysine(Z) and Glutamate(Bzl) were polymerized through a controlled ring-opening polymerization initiated by hexylamine to give peptides with a nucleophilic amine end group (Scheme 1B). Following completion of the NCA polymerizations, polymerization solutions were quenched with the electrophilic CG to yield protected Pep-G conjugates (Scheme 1C).

We wanted to assess the extent of noncovalent peptide adsorption to CG following the purification protocol. To address this, a control endcapping experiment was designed where a

\[ \text{OH} \quad \xrightarrow{1. \text{Claisen Rearrangement}} \quad \text{O} \quad \xrightarrow{2. \text{Saponification}} \quad \text{Cl} \quad \xrightarrow{\text{SOCl}_2} \quad \text{Cl} \quad \xrightarrow{\text{DMF/DCM}} \quad \text{Cl} \quad \xrightarrow{\text{DMF}} \quad \text{Cl} \]

\[ \text{NCA} \quad \text{GO} \quad \text{CG} \quad \text{Peptide} \quad \text{Pep-G} \]

\[ \text{R} = \begin{cases} \text{Glu(Bzl)} & \text{(n = ~7 or ~50)} \\ \text{Lys(Z)} & \end{cases} \]

**Scheme 1.** A) Graphene oxide (GO) is converted to Claisen graphene (CG)\(^{23}\), then is modified to bear electrophilic acyl chlorides. B) NCA monomers are polymerized to give a nucleophilic terminal amine on p(Lys-Z) or p(Glu-Bzl). C) The electrophilic CG is coupled with nucleophilic peptides to give peptide-graphene (Pep-G) conjugates.
p(Lys-Z) peptide with no nucleophilic end group was subjected to CG endcapping conditions (Figure S2A). Following purification (Figure S2B), the resultant graphenic material was shown to contain minimal adsorbed peptide (Figure S2C), demonstrating the need for complimentary chemical handles on the peptide and CG components of the coupling reaction. Notably, this control experiment also demonstrated the efficacy of the material purification procedure, as much of the unbound peptide was isolated in the reaction supernatant (Figure S2D).

Prior to endcapping the polymers with CG, an aliquot of the polymerization solution was reserved for analysis by $^1$H NMR and GPC (Figure S3, Table S2). Using a “grafting to” synthetic strategy allows the bioactive moiety to be both versatile and well-defined.

Long and short protected peptides of p(Glu-Bzl) and p(Lys-Z) were conjugated to CG to yield p(Glu-Bzl)$_{long}$-G, p(Glu-Bzl)$_{short}$-G, p(Lys-Z)$_{long}$-G, and p(Lys-Z)$_{short}$-G. Different peptide lengths were conjugated to CG to demonstrate the versatility and tunability of this conjugation technique. The protected Pep-G conjugates could then be deprotected in acidic conditions to expose the amine and carboxylic acid side chain of the p(Lys) and p(Glu) peptide, respectively.

**Characterization of Pep-G Conjugates**

The Pep-G conjugates were characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

Using FTIR, the existence of peptide in the protected Pep-G conjugates is supported by the presence amide bonds from the backbone of the peptide at 1544 and 1653 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure S4). Peptide conjugation is further reinforced by changes in the thermal degradation profile by TGA (Figure S5). Protected Pep-G conjugates show two degradation events between 100 and 400 °C. The first degradation event has an onset temperature ($T_o$) of ~140 °C and likely corresponds to the degradation of unreacted carboxylic acids from the graphenic surface.$^{35}$ The second degradation
event has an $T_o$ of ~220 °C and likely corresponds to peptide degradation since the neat peptides have an $T_o$ of ~217 °C and ~220 °C for p(Lys-Z) and p(Glu-Bzl), respectively. Thus, peptide coupling through the carboxylic acids of CG is supported by a decrease in the percent weight loss of the first degradation event (carboxylic acids) compared to CG, and by the strong presence of a second degradation event in the Pep-Gs that corresponds to peptide decomposition.

While FTIR and TGA can be useful tools for demonstrating functionalization of graphenic materials, these techniques cannot confirm or define covalent attachment of CG to the peptide, as noncovalent adsorption would produce these same results. XPS, on the other hand, allows more specific characterization of these materials through both atomic survey scans and high resolution atomic scans.

XPS survey scans indicate that the protected Pep-G conjugates contain peptide because these materials exhibit a non-zero percent nitrogen, while the Pep-G synthetic precursors, GO and CG, show a complete lack of nitrogen (Figure 1A). The nitrogen content in each protected Pep-G was used to quantify the percent of total atoms on the Pep-G surface that could be attributed to peptide (Figure 1B). This calculation is shown in the supplementary information (Scheme S1). The atomic percent peptide metric provides a broad view of the overall functionalization density of the conjugate.
Peak fitting of high resolution XPS is a powerful and commonly used tool when homing in on a specific chemical modification within a complex material. Deconvolution of high resolution N1s XPS provides evidence that the peptide is covalently attached to CG in the protected Pep-G conjugates. The amine peak (centered at 400.7 eV) represents the end group from which the peptides were coupled to the CG: absence of the amine in N1s XPS demonstrates conjugation through this functional group. The protected Pep-G conjugates described herein show no amine peak, supporting the contention that the peptides are covalently bound to the CG sheet through their N-terminus (Figure 1C). On the other hand, noncovalent blends of CG with p(Lys-Z) or p(Glu-Bzl) exhibit small amine peaks, representing the uncoupled N-terminus of the peptide (Figure 1C).

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** A) Presence of nitrogen in XPS survey scans of protected Pep-G conjugates indicates successful peptide conjugation. B) XPS survey scans can be used to calculate the percent of atoms on the Pep-G surface that can be attributed to the peptide. C) Covalent peptide attachment is suggested through a comparison of high resolution N1s XPS spectra of covalent versus noncovalent Pep-G conjugation.
Deprotection of the Pep-G conjugates was also examined through deconvolution of high resolution XPS spectra. For p(Lys)-G materials, high-resolution N1s spectra revealed reductions of the carbamate peak (398.4 eV) in the protected materials (50.8 ± 0.1%) that were equal to the sum of the amine (400.7 eV) and ammonium (402–403 eV) peaks in the deprotected materials (45.4 ± 6.8%) (Figure 2A and Figure S6A). This result is expected because hydrolysis of the protecting group at the carbamate moiety leaves a primary amine (or ammonium, when protonated) on the side chain of each deprotected lysine residue. The amide peak (399.3 eV) remains virtually the same between the protected and deprotected p(Lys)-Gs because the peptide backbone is unaffected by the deprotection conditions.

Similarly, high-resolution XPS O1s spectra of p(Glu)-G materials demonstrated successful peptide deprotection. The percent decreases of C–O (530.9 eV) in the protected
p(Glu)-Gs (18.2% and 6.6% for long and short peptides, respectively) are approximately equal to the percent increases in –OH (533.6 eV) in the deprotected p(Glu)-Gs (17.4% and 7.7% for long and short peptides, respectively) (Figure 2B and Figure S6B). The C–O functional group can be partially attributed to the benzyl ester protecting group on the protected p(Glu-Bzl)-Gs. When this protecting group is removed, those C–O bonds are quantitatively replaced with –OH bonds, representing the hydroxyl component of the deprotected poly(glutamic acid). Interestingly, –OH bonds are also present in the protected p(Glu-Bzl)-G materials, and the experimental change in percent of each functional group represented by the O1s spectra does not perfectly align with the theoretical change based on the chemical modification. This result is due to other oxygen-containing functional groups present on CG that are not associated with the peptide. The amide (531.6 eV) and carbonate (532.6 eV) peaks remain virtually unchanged between the protected and deprotected p(Glu)-Gs because these groups are not affected by the deprotection conditions.

Assessment of Bulk Properties

Three dimensional (3D) scaffolds of the Pep-G conjugates and their parent materials (GO and CG) were constructed by pressing the powder material into a cylindrical pellet. The pellets were evaluated for their electrical conductivity, bulk density, and mechanical integrity to assess their potential as 3D implant materials.

Pep-G pellets were found to have excellent conductivity (Figure 3A). Covalent
peptide conjugation to CG, yielding a protected Pep-G, results in a notable increase in conductivity by an order of magnitude over CG (between 0.48 and 0.57 S/m versus 9.0x10^-2 S/m). This trend appears to be related to the smaller interlayer spacing of the covalent Pep-Gs compared to CG, as demonstrated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure S7). Interactions such as hydrogen bonding and chain entanglement between peptides that are covalently bound to adjacent Pep-G sheets may cause the peptides to pull CG sheets closer together, facilitating a better conductivity pathway.

On the other hand, noncovalent blends of p(Glu-Bzl) with CG are less conductive (6.3x10^-4 S/m) than neat CG. This may be explained by phase separation between the peptide and CG components of the mixture: pockets of insulating peptide may create barriers between CG aggregates, decreasing the conductivity of the pellet by blocking a pathway for electron mobility. Pep-Gs, which are covalently conjugated, do not experience phase separation.

When peptides on the Pep-G are deprotected, conductivity significantly increases compared to when the peptides were protected. Again, XRD demonstrates that the deprotected Pep-Gs have more homogenously small interlayer spacing than the protected Pep-Gs, which correlates to this conductivity trend (Figure S7). The elevated conductivity of the deprotected Pep-Gs may also be supplemented by electron mobility through the charged peptide sidechains.

3D constructs of the protected Pep-G materials exhibited mechanical properties similar to those of their parent graphenic materials, GO and CG, and significantly better than those of noncovalent peptide and CG mixtures (Figure 3B-C and Figure S8-S9). Interestingly, deprotection of the peptide within the Pep-G conjugate resulted in a stiffer material, as seen in the consistently enhanced Young’s Moduli (E) of the deprotected Pep-Gs compared to their protected counterparts. This property may result from entanglement between deprotected peptides on adjacent Pep-G sheets, which have more entropic freedom^{37,38} than protected peptides, resulting
in mechanical stabilization of the bulk material. Again, noncovalent blends of CG with peptide exhibited weakened bulk properties: UCS (0.59 MPa), Young’s Modulus (0.047 MPa), and toughness (2.36x10^{14} \text{ J m}^{-3}) were two orders of magnitude lower than the covalent Pep-G constructs (Figure S9). These results may be indicative of phase separation between the CG and noncovalently blended peptide, leading to mechanical weakening.

The conductivity and mechanical trends observed here demonstrate two main points: 1) the Pep-G materials (both protected and deprotected) have equivalent or enhanced bulk properties when compared to their parent graphenic materials (CG and GO); and 2) covalent attachment of the peptide to the CG is critical to retaining or improving the bulk material properties, as noncovalent blends and peptide with CG were both nonconductive and mechanically inferior when compared to covalent Pep-Gs.

Biomedical implant materials should mimic the mechanical properties of the anatomical tissue surrounding the implant.\textsuperscript{39} Pressing the Pep-G conjugates into 3D pellets, as in this research, results in Young’s moduli comparable to muscle tissue; yet, the pellets are not stiff enough for load-bearing applications like bone.\textsuperscript{7} Further research in processing powder graphenic materials into 3D constructs must be done to give tunability to the mechanical stiffness so that these materials can be implemented as surgical implants for wider variety of anatomical tissues. On the other hand, the conductivity of the protected Pep-G materials is similar in magnitude to nerve and skeletal muscle (0.2 – 0.7 S/m).\textsuperscript{40} As such, the protected Pep-G materials may be suitable implant materials to surround and regenerate these types of native tissues.

**Layer-by-Layer Coatings**

GO and most preparations of reduced GO are inherently negatively charged in solution due to their acidic, oxygen-containing functional groups. This property is evident given the -44.7 and
-65.3 mV zeta potentials of GO and CG, respectively (Figure 4A). The zeta potential of CG is more negative than that of GO because the former has been functionalized with additional carboxylic acids, making the material more acidic in solution. When protected peptides are covalently bound to CG, the zeta potential of the resulting material becomes less negative due to functionalization through the acidic carboxylic acid groups on the CG. Deprotection of the p(Lys)-G conjugates exposes basic primary amines on the peptide sidechains, resulting in varying degrees of positive zeta potential based on the length of the conjugated peptide. Experimentally, deprotected p(Lys)$_{short}$-G and p(Lys)$_{long}$-G have zeta potentials of +3.1 and +20.4 mV, respectively (Figure 4A). Negatively and positively charged materials have been previously used in concert to construct layer-by-layer coatings by harnessing the electrostatic attractions between the materials. This principle can be utilized for the construction of coatings with alternating positive and negatively charged graphenic materials.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. A) Zeta potentials of Pep-G conjugates (solid bar is protected Pep-G, hatched bar is deprotected Pep-G) compared to GO and CG. B) Electrostatic layer-by-layer coating of alternating CG$^-$ and p(Lys)$_{long}$-G$^+$ shows a linear increase in absorbance at 500 nm with the addition of layers.

Layer-by-layer coatings on glass slides were constructed using alternating layers of p(Lys)$_{long}$-G and CG since these materials exhibited the most positive and negative zeta potentials, respectively. Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy measurements of the glass slides were taken.
between the addition of each layer to confirm casting of each new layer. The increase in absorbance is directly proportional to the number of layers constructed on the substrate, as shown in Figure 4B.

Layering these Pep-G conjugates as a coating onto a medical implant could be a useful application of these functional materials at the interface between the implant and the body.

Cell Compatibility

For use in biomedical applications an FGM must be compatible. To confirm that these materials are cytocompatible, we investigated how cellular vitality and mortality are affected by exposure to Pep-G materials. We studied a range of concentrations of Pep-G materials: the highest concentration (1000 μg/mL) enables a determination of the phenomenological response, while the lowest studied concentration (10 μg/mL) represents a more toxicologically relevant concentration that is still high enough to reveal deleterious effects. To encompass a wide range of cellular phenotypes, we studied Pep-G compatibility with hMSCs to represent a multipotent phenotype important in tissue regeneration, murine RAW 264.7 macrophages to represent an important class of immune cell that is also highly phagocytic, and murine NIH-3T3 fibroblasts that represent an important connective tissue cell type that plays an important role in wound healing.

Cellular exposure to Pep-G materials dispersed in cell culture media resulted in cytocompatibilities that are similar to GO (Figure 5). Deprotection, type of peptide, and peptide length had no effect on the cellular response. With all graphenic materials tested, cellular vitality is dose-dependent. Yet, GO has been previously shown to be acceptably cytocompatible for biological applications, and high doses (> 10 μg/mL) may artificially reduce cellular vitality because cells are inundated by and covered with graphenic materials.42 Thus, the functionalization of GO into these prototypical functional graphenic materials did not alter the cellular response,
demonstrating, with regard to cytocompatibility, the general feasibility of biomedical applications with appropriate materials preparations.

**Figure 5.** Cellular vitality (A) and percent dying cells (B) for cells cultured with Pep-G materials is shown in three different cell lines. Pep-G materials are shown to be as cytocompatible as GO, which is commonly accepted as a biocompatible material.

**Electrical Stimulation of Stem Cells on Pep-G Scaffold**

We aimed to perform a proof-of-concept neural tissue engineering study with a pellet of deprotected p(Lys)\textsubscript{long}-G, as this Pep-G is bioactive, conductive, providing a suitable substrate for electrical stimulation, and positively charged at physiological pH, which is and known to enhance cell adhesion. In this study, PC12 cells were seeded onto the surface of a p(Lys)\textsubscript{long}-G (positive control) and a CG (negative control) pellet and given electrical stimulation.

To provide electrical stimulation cues to the pellets, we designed a circuit to provide pulsed, DC stimulation at the physiologically relevant levels of \(~1\) mV mm\textsuperscript{-1} and \(~1000\) mA cm\textsuperscript{-2} (Figure S10 A–C). To ensure proper application of electrical stimulation to cells, we
designed a cell testing chamber to isolate the cell culture media from the electrical stimulation (Figure S10 D,E). We used PC12 cells since they are an immortalized cell line from the rat adrenal medulla that can differentiate into neuron-like cells with proper stimulation.\textsuperscript{46}

PC12 cells cultured on an electrically stimulated p(Lys)$_{long}$-G pellet showed excellent compatibility; and after only two days, cells began to show neurite outgrowths (Figure 6). Conversely, when PC12 cells were cultured on an electrically stimulated CG pellet, which is non-bioactive and ~24 times less conductive than p(Lys)$_{long}$-G, there were far fewer cells present and no neurite outgrowths were observed. Although this result is a first-step, proof-of-concept, it is highly exciting; and we plan to further develop our materials and methods in future work to probe the bioactivity and address the potential of these Pep-G conjugate materials as regenerative tissue scaffolds.

**Figure 6.** Overlays of fluorescence images of PC12 cells cultured on electrically stimulated pellets for 2 days. There were a substantial amount of PC12 cells on pellets of p(Lys)$_{long}$-G, as well as the presence of neurite outgrowths. The bioactivity, electrical conductivity, and interfacial properties of p(Lys)$_{long}$-G likely enhance the cellular response compared to cells cultured on control pellets of CG. Blue represents DNA; green represents F-actin; red represents mitochondria; and the black circle of the whole pellet images corresponds to the entire surface of the pellet.

**CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE**

The GO functionalization technique reported herein enables synthesis of conductive and biocompatible Pep-G conjugates that can be processed into mechanically robust, three-dimensional constructs or electrostatically assembled, layer-by-layer coatings. The conductivity
and bioactivity of these Pep-G materials can be harnessed to instruct stem cell differentiation, as PC12 cells grown on an electrically stimulated p(Lys)_{long}-G pellet were shown to have enhanced adhesion and neurite outgrown compared the CG pellet control. This paper also presents a unique characterization strategy through high resolution XPS that provides evidence of covalent peptide conjugation to CG.

Using the functionalization method reported in this paper, this work can be expanded to covalently conjugate CG to other bioactive molecules and biopolymers with nucleophilic chemical handles to give conjugate materials with the functionality of the biomolecule component as well as the favorable mechanical and conductive properties of the graphenic component. If applied as a medical implant, these cell-instructive materials have the potential to facilitate and significantly accelerate healing through regenerative tissue engineering.
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